
carrinna  |  dining collection  |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

carrinna

Organically Inspired  
Expertly crafted from exotic, Mexican Palografico wood or Guancaste wood, our show-stopping Carrinna tables are made from tree trunks 
found buried or submerged in water for many years. Each veneer used to form these stunning surfaces features a gorgeous patina created 
by natural discoloration and weathering. Tabletops are carefully shaped by Mexican artisans, who give each piece its sophisticated, faceted 
design—showing-off both the character of the wood as well as its beautiful grain. Contemporary tripod table bases are made from steel 
with gorgeous satin gunmetal finishes to complement the tops’ natural beauty.

product details
 u Artisan-crafted tabletops with natural Palografico finishes are built 

from exotic Mexican Palografico wood. Taken from tree trunks found 

buried or submerged in water for many years, this stunning lumber 

features unique color variations caused by natural discoloration.

 u Tabletops featuring our Oscuro finish are hand-built from solid 

Guancaste wood.

 u Tabletops are made from patchwork veneers and shaped by 

artisans into stunning, faceted surfaces finished with a semi-matte 

lacquer for added protection.

 u Tripod table bases are built from steel finished with a gorgeous satin, 

gunmetal patina.

 u Our wood furnishings are artisan-crafted using sustainably sourced 

materials from around the world, and the majority of our wood 

finishes are applied by hand. Due to this, individual pieces may 

vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each piece truly 

unique.

 u 96” wide dining table seats up to 10.

 u 84” wide dining table seats up to 8.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 

any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Dining Table
96" w x 44" d x 30" h; seats up to 10
Palografico 30CARINA96KT
Oscuro  30CAR96OSCKT

84" w x 44" d x 30" h; seats up to 8
Palografico 30CARINA84KT
Oscuro  30CAR84OSCKT

Finishes:

Oscuro Palografico


